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ABSTRACT
Most research regarding innovation in free and open source software (FOSS) pertains to identifying supporting conditions for promoting code contribution. This raises concerns about the ability of FOSS communities to remain innovative based only on the perspectives of developer-users. Preliminary research suggests different open source business models may provide motivation to support greater involvement of non-developer users. This research focuses on understanding the relationship between business model and supporting participation architectures, beyond users’ code contributions, to enable user participation in design of the software.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.3 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Group and Organization Interfaces – collaborative computing, computer-supported cooperative work, organizational design.

General Terms
Design, Management.
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1. OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH
Free and open source software (FOSS) is often discussed as innovative usually in regard to the ability to support distributed development though the openness of code [5, 9]. Often this focuses on user needs being represented by developer-users who have the ability to implement changes by contributing code. However, literature points to a lack of diversity of user involvement and usability [6, 10]. This raises concern about the ability of FOSS organizations to remain innovative based entirely on the perspectives of developer-users.

While previous studies investigated approaches for improving user representation, for example, improving the role of human-computer interaction (HCI) specialists within FOSS to represent user needs and the need for development of richer tools to enable generative discussions between HCI specialists and developers [1, 2, 7], they did not consider the varied contexts under which open source software projects operate. The perspective of the research proposed here is that while the ideas suggested above are valid, their effectiveness depends upon alignment with community decision making processes regarding how to allocate scarce developer resources, which I propose are influenced by the business model of the project. I have conducted preliminary research of one community which employs a deployment business model, meaning that while the code is free users are willing to pay support, subscription, and professional services to maintain and customize the software [4]. Preliminary research shows that user representation is widened through motivation of software support companies to develop on behalf of their user customers. However, this also leads to the question of how do users who do not contract with software support companies become involved.

The proposed research takes an ecological approach toward understanding the role of representation diversity through examination of participation architectures, “the socio-technical framework that extends participation opportunities to external parties and integrates contributions” [12, p. 146], which enable varying degrees of openness which in turn are positively related to sustaining and growing an innovation community [12]. To facilitate openness the participation architecture must support distributed cognition because in diverse communities knowledge is ‘stretched across’ participants rather than shared between them [8]. Therefore, the overarching research question is:

What is the relationship between FOSS contexts including business model, user participation architecture and the ability to support distributed cognition to widen user involvement?

The sampling approach which is based on exploring the relationship between business model, participation architectures and user representation will aid in better understanding the relationship between business model and technological innovation, an area in need of further research [3]. In addition, as I plan on using distributed cognition as a lens for analysis, findings will elaborate on how characteristics of the participation architecture enable distributed collaboration within the larger social activity of the community and may promote feedback in furtherance of user ideas; knowledge that has relevance to improving the generativity of tools used in user-developer distributed collaboration, an area which is considered problematic [11].
To date I have obtained permission from one community to study their processes and based on preliminary research I have submitted the paper “Toward understanding new feature request systems as participation architectures for supporting open innovation” to OpenSym 2015. I am working to obtain permission to study other communities for the dual purpose of: 1) aiming for a sample that achieves maximum variation and 2) considering the potential effect business model may have on instantiation of participation architectures. From the symposium I seek feedback and suggestions on my planned research and analysis methods.
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